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Picture Product name Description SKU CAD

1967 Convertible Rear Tacking Rail - 3PC The rear tacking rail is installed at the rear of the car, the bottom
edge of the convertible top and the well are stapled to it and then
it is bolted to the car. This new rear tacking rail (trim stick) is for
the 1967 Dodge Dart & Plymouth Barracuda convertible, 3 piece
set.

BACTTRMSTKCH6
7A

251.22

1967-1969 Barracuda Convertible Top Transition Molding
(w/o Top Edge) - PR

Premium quality reproduction convertible transition mouldings
mount on the quarter panel.

BAICMP41263 293.98

1967-1969 Convertible Top Cylinder 1 Brand New Convertible Top Lift Cylinder for your Mopar
Convertible. This Lift Cylinder is an exact fit replacement for the
original cylinder. This cylinder will fit either the driver or the
passenger side. We Manufacture this Convertible Top Lift
Cylinder in the USA, unlike the cheap, low quality imported
cylinders that have been popping up on the web lately. ALL
CONVERTIBLE TOP LIFT CYLINDERS ARE NOT CREATED
EQUAL! OUR top pivot cylinders are manufactured according to
the original design by forming an all metal, one piece case. This
process eliminates the possibility of leaks from the lower part of
the cylinder (which is a common problem with the
crimped-together type). The result is É. A more reliable cylinder.
Our cylinder castings are formed with the port built into the
castings. They fit right into the car, just like the originals did!

BAPATC1036 207.98

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1967-1969 Mopar A/B-Body Convertible Drain Tubes - PR Premium quality replacement convertible drain tubes with
grommets for 1966-69 Dodge and Plymouth models. Two
required per vehicle, sold in pair

BAICMD8053 30.22

1967-1969 Mopar A/B-Body Convertible Top Latches - PR Premium quality convertible top latches for various 1967-69
A-Body, 1966-70 B-Body models. Features correct finish and will
fit like original for all convertible top models of the year and body
type specified.

BAICMD2126 193.18

1967-1970 Convertible Anti Rattle Clips - PR Prevent your convertible top from moving, shaking and rattling.
Replace your anti rattle clips today to secure your top.NOTE: For
1970 models these functions as original but not cosmetially
correct.

BAICMN1862 21.82

1967-1971 Convertible Power Top Motor Mounting Grommet
- Ea

Reproduction of the original rubber mounting/insulation grommet
used on various GM & Mopar vehicles with the optional power
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top. These rubber grommets install on the pump assembly and
secure it to the vehicle while creating a damper for noise and
vibration while the pump is in operation. Manufactured from high
quality NBR material which is resistant to oils and fuels. Sold
individually. Use as required per application

1967-1971 Convertible Top Binding End Clip W/Screw - Ea Reproduction of the top rear binding end clip for various
convertible models. These stainless steel covers finish both ends
of the rear window outer top bow binding trim strip. Sold as 1 clip
with 1 screw. 2 required.

BAIC7614749 8.38

1967-1971 Convertible Top Hose Kit This hose kit consists of 2 hoses, they each have 3 fittings on
each hose. 2 fittings for the cylinders and one for the motor

BAPATCH1002 165.00

1967-1971 Convertible Top Motor Grommet Kit Grommets on the power top motor can become worn out and
need replacing. Check your grommets for wear. Kit includes 4
replacement grommets.

BAICMD2127 16.78

1967-1971 Convertible Top Motor Pump Seal Kit Convertible top motor seal kit. Includes:2 Ball bearings2
Reservoir gaskets1 Reservoir plug, used mostly 1965 & newer4
Grommets, pointed2 Port seals1 Armature seal1 Reservoir bolt
seal

BAHESEAL-KIT-1 31.92

1967-1971 Convertible Top Motor/Pump All of our pump assemblies are all new direct replacements
(made in the USA!), we have brackets and reservoirs made to
match the original pumps so you can just install the new one in
place of your old worn one and not have to worry about it fitting.
Don't forget to check out our new hose sets and hydraulic top lift
cylinders. Fits 1963-1965 Ford Falcon, 1964-1972 full size Ford
cars and 1964-1973 Ford Mustang.

BAPATCM1002 463.98

1967-1971 Convertible Top Pads (Black, 65") - PR Each pad is original in appearance and quality, utilzing cloth
covering. Quarter pieces included.

BAICK54000 58.78

1967-1971 Mopar A/E Body Convertible Top Catch - Ea Premium quality replacement top catch for 1963-71 convertible A
& E-Body models. Made from plastic and includes rivets. 2
required per vehicle.

BAICMD8061 41.98

1967-1971 Mopar Convertible J Hook - Ea Premium quality reproduction chrome J hook for 1966-71
convertible Mopar models. Screws into the convertible top
latching mechanism and locks the top to the windshield frame.
Sold individually.

BAICMP414093 83.98

1968 Convertible Rear Tacking Rail - 3PC The rear tacking rail is installed at the rear of the car, the bottom
edge of the convertible top and the well are stapled to it and then
it is bolted to the car. This new rear tacking rail (trim stick) is for
the 1968 Dodge Dart & Plymouth Barracuda convertible, 3 piece
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set.

1970 Convertible Belt Moldings - PR Replacement convertible belt molding for 1970 Barracuda
models. Features correct chrome plating and original part number
stamp. These moldings mount to the top of the quarter panel
behind front door.

BAICME1571 671.98

1970-1971 Barracuda/Challenger Convertible Top Cables -
PR

Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the
original in both fit and appearance.

BAIHD-61 77.28

1970-1971 Boot Well Molding Hardware Set Mount your Barracuda convertible boot well molding set with
correctly manufactured mounting hardware. This set includes all
clips required to mount all three moldings.

BAICME12228 73.90

1970-1971 Convertible Boot Retainer Replacement convertible boot retainer for 1970-71 Barracuda
and Challenger models. This piece screws into the back side of
the rear seat back and helps keep the top boot secure.

BAICME1568 520.78

1970-1971 Convertible Boot Well Moldings Reproduction boot well moldings for 1970-71 Barracuda
convertible models. This three piece molding set features the
correct stainless finish with factory contours and can be mounted
using original or reproduction mounting hardware. Mounting clips
are now included.

BAICME175928 419.98

1970-1971 Convertible Top Boot Clip Set - 22Pc Replacement convertible top boot clips for 1970-71 Mopar
E-Body convertible models. These clips keep the convertible top
boot secure when the top is down

BAPUTBC03-22 121.77

1970-1971 Convertible Top Cylinder 1 Brand New Convertible Top Lift Cylinder for your Mopar
Convertible. This Lift Cylinder is an exact fit replacement for the
original cylinder. This cylinder will fit either the driver or the
passenger side. We Manufacture this Convertible Top Lift
Cylinder in the USA, unlike the cheap, low quality imported
cylinders that have been popping up on the web lately. ALL
CONVERTIBLE TOP LIFT CYLINDERS ARE NOT CREATED
EQUAL! OUR top pivot cylinders are manufactured according to
the original design by forming an all metal, one piece case. This
process eliminates the possibility of leaks from the lower part of
the cylinder (which is a common problem with the
crimped-together type). The result is É. A more reliable cylinder.
Our cylinder castings are formed with the port built into the
castings. They fit right into the car, just like the originals did!

BAPATC1037 207.98

1970-1971 Convertible Top Latches - PR Replacement convertible top latches for all 1970-71 E-body
convertible models. Features correct finish and will fit and install
like the originals. Sold as a pair.

BAICME1567 752.62
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1970-1971 Convertible Top Switch Replacement convertible toggle switch for 1970-71 Barracuda
and Challenger models. Features the correct black plastic knob.
This switch mounts on the dash below the windshield washer
switch.

BAICME1569 520.78

1970-1971 E body New Top Lift Cylinder Here are the convertible top lift cylinders (also called rams), all of
our top lift cylinders are completely new and are made as exact
replacements for your car. We do not sell 'universal' or rebuilt
rams, all of our cylinders are backed with a 3 year warranty when
not used with brake fluid. We also have a page under the 'TECH
HELP' button with everything you need to know about hydraulic
convertible top systems, it is a must read if you are replacing your
top cylinders, lines or pump. This cylinder fits 1970-71 Dodge
Challanger and Plymouth Barracuda and 'Cuda convertible cars,
they are sold individually and are the same for the right or left
side of the car.

BACTHYDLC37 232.80

1970-1971 Wind Deflectors - PR Replacement wind deflectors for 1970-71 Barracuda and
Challenger models. Replace your damaged or missing originals
with these brand new ones. Features the original part number on
the inner side.

BAICME1570 472.06

1971 Convertible Anti Rattle Clips - PR Prevent your convertible top from moving, shaking and rattling.
Replace your anti rattle clips today to secure your top.NOTE:
functions as original but not cosmetially correct.

BAICME836038 41.98

1971 Convertible Belt Moldings - PR Replacement convertible belt molding for 1970 Barracuda
models. Features correct chrome plating and original part number
stamp. These moldings mount to the top of the quarter panel
behind front door.

BAICME1572 671.98

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Barracuda parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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